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The book “Proposals of orthodontics / Class II / Critical situations” presents the orthodontic treatment of complex nonsurgical cases and uses of specific protocols developed by a team of specialists coordinated by Edith Lejoyeux and Françoise Flageul. The orthodontic treatment of certain situations specific to teen-agers presents the difficulties that require a consistent diagnostic process and the patient’s active cooperation in order to achieve the results allowed by the Bio-progressive concept.

The presence of all permanent teeth and the closure of the growth ending require specific goals, particularly with regard to the aesthetics of the smile, occlusal finish and the resulting stability. We refer then to treatment that could almost be called “orthodontic treatment of the last resort”.

The diagnosis, as a key of the therapeutic decision, is the subject of a very detailed approach. The mechanics of the treatment is accurately explained in order to achieve the objectives established in the treatment plan. Finally the elastopositioning ensures the accuracy of the functional occlusion, the treatment conclusion and the quality of the aesthetic result. An essential work for any orthodontist facing Class II critical clinical situations is richly illustrated by 650 figures.
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